
MILLS-REFLEXES.

between the joints of my armour thus loosely put on; and in an evil
hour I did consent, with the result that ten days ago I found myseif
worn out with the monotonous and exhaustive work of examinations
and with not so much as a rough note ready for this occasion-and
all in spite of my nost strenuous endeavors. So, gentlemen, I pray you
kindly accept of the best I can give you under the circuistances, and
be assured that I prize most highly the honor of addressing you as
the representatives of a large body of men who are doing a noble work
and one accomplished in nany cases under difficulties which you your-
selves best understand.

My subject is entitled :-" Reflexes, the In-going or Afferent ini-
pulses and their Psychie Correlatives."

Protoplasm, whether in the plant or animal, is distinguished by
its power to react by movement to a stimulus. Nor is this haphazard,
for even in the unicellular Amoeba and still more in the simple multi-
cellular Hydra, is there already to be observed the: beginnings of motor
localization. In the Bell Animalcule with its more or less definite
or rhythmical movements, we are reminded of the periodie discharges
of the respiratory centre of vertebrates. In the earthworm there is
a nervous mechanism which results in all the segments of the creature-
working together in harmonious movements. Yet when the head-end
is removed the difference is not what might have been expected by
the student who knows only vertebrate anatomy or physiology, much
less by the uninitiated. When the worm is cut into segments these
still move, and when the divisions are not too small, to some purpose
too, and in such a case there can be no question of a brain or will.
The nervous system of each segment does not differ greatly from an
imaginary simplified segment of the spinal cord of the vertebrate.
Perhaps we may with greater accuracy, in some respects, compare it
with the sympathetic system of the vertebrate. In any case it must
be plain that movements so far as they are dependent on the nervous
system, 'are the, outcome of the effect of the external world acting
directly as a stimulus; we find in some- of the worms the body of the
sensory neurone, not as in the vertebrate usually in the spinal or other
ganglia in proximity to the main centres, but actually in the skin
itself, so that it is clear that there is au admirably simple structural
provision made for telegraphing the messages inwards.

There is no anatomical difficulty in the conception that. the nove-
ments .of.,thèworm are largelCeflex, whïthe i t i taéi ör:sec-
tioned animal.. If, wilbe:well to1e ar inid. thiougou¼hat con-
stitutes- the sirnplest anatomical ·mechanism 'fo'r a refléx actiôn ac-
cording to modern conceptions. Using tlie term neurone .to mean'
the nerve unit or nerve cell, we require for reflex action at least one
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